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The Dunkin Brands (DB) Master Finance LLC $1.7 billion franchise and

trademark royalty securitisation generated considerable buzz in 2006 for

its size – exceeded only by the $1.8 billion KCD IP trademark royalty

securitisation rated and closed privately in 2006 – and the rating elevation

of six notches above the corporate sponsor’s B-rating that it achieved.

Equally significant are the possibilities created by the whole business rating

methodology on which the rating elevation was based. To examine these

possibilities, it is useful to consider the new door partially opened by the DB

transaction and explore some of the places this may lead.

A brief look backwards

Ordinary securitisation isolates self-liquidating financial assets from the

bankruptcy risk of the originator and then uses them to collateralise

obligations of the special purpose vehicle (SPV); whole business

securitisation involves assets that are not self-liquidating but that must

instead be actively managed in order to generate continuing cash flow.

Whole business securitisation originated in the United Kingdom and other

jurisdictions with insolvency laws that assure absolute priority to holders of

fixed and floating charges over all or substantially all of a borrower’s assets

in favour of a secured creditor. Under such insolvency laws, secured creditors

with a security interest in substantially all of a bankrupt company’s assets

generally have the unfettered right to appoint an administrative receiver to

run the company for the benefit of the secured creditors. Due to the control

that these laws give secured creditors, securitisations can be structured

involving not simply isolated financial assets of a company that have been
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transferred to a bankruptcy-remote SPV, but instead all

or virtually all of the operating assets of a company

that, by definition, remain in the ownership and under

the control of the company. Thus, under the UK

bankruptcy system, it is possible to leave the assets

generating the cash flow within the operating 

company and protect the bondholders from insolvency

risks through iron-clad control arrangements that 

will be honoured post-insolvency. Whole business

securitisation transactions taking advantage of this

feature began to be closed in the late 1990s involving

various types of business (including securitisations of

pub revenues, Madame Tussauds and Formula 1 racing).

Figure 1 sets out a typical deal structure for a UK whole

business securitisation.

Unlike UK insolvency laws, the US bankruptcy

system was not initially viewed as a hospitable (or even

a possible) venue for whole business transactions

because of the power of the US bankruptcy courts to

override the primacy of the secured creditor’s position

through automatic stays, substitution of collateral,

cram-downs and other equitable remedies that benefit

junior classes of debt as well as equity. Thus, attempting

to limit control to senior debt holders subsequent to

the filing of a bankruptcy petition would have been a

futile gesture under the US Bankruptcy Code. However,

the creativity of the US capital markets, as well as some

recent breakthroughs in rating agency methodologies,

have made whole business securitisation an increasingly

robust phenomenon in the United States, although it

uses significantly different structures from those in the

United Kingdom.

Core asset doctrine

The core asset doctrine has also influenced the early

development of US whole business securitisation. It was

first applied in a securitisation context in the 1991 Days

Inn bankruptcy case. Although the $155 million

securitisation of the trademark and franchise assets of

motel franchisor Days Inn was performing adequately,

its sponsor was not. When Days Inn declared

bankruptcy, the debtor caused the SPV that had issued

the securities backed by the trademark and franchise

assets to file a petition in bankruptcy and prevailed

upon the bankruptcy court to issue a preliminary ruling

that it would substantively consolidate the assets of the

SPV with the assets of the bankrupt parent. This ruling

was based on a core assets analysis, under which the

trademark and franchise agreements were considered

core assets of the bankrupt debtor and thus necessary

for its successful reorganisation in bankruptcy. Although

this ruling was subsequently withdrawn, the core asset

analysis has left a genetic imprint on securitisation-

rating methodology.

The Guess? Royalty Finance LLC transaction, which

closed several years after the Days Inn Case, adopted a

structural feature that elegantly addressed the core asset

problem posed by Days Inn. The corporate sponsor,

Guess? Inc, transferred all its material trademarks, licence

agreements and related receivables to a bankruptcy-

remote SPV, IP Holder LP, in a transfer qualifying as a true

sale for bankruptcy purposes. IP Holder in turn

contributed to Guess? Royalty Finance LLC, another

bankruptcy-remote SPV, all receivables generated by the

licence agreements contributed to IP Holder, but not the

trademarks. IP Holder also provided a guaranty of the

principal of the notes upon their legal final maturity,

secured by a first-perfected security interest in the

related trademark and licence agreements.

By IP Holder assigning to the issuer SPV only the

receivables generated by the licence agreements and

pledging the licence agreements and trademarks

themselves only to secure the maturity guaranty, the

transaction avoided the core asset issue raised by the

Days Inn transaction. This was accomplished because

the holders of the rated securities were given no right to

the trademarks and licences assigned by the parent

company to IP Holder and, in fact, the trademarks

assigned to IP Holder were re-licensed back to the

parent company to permit the continuation of its core

licensing activities. The sole collateral for the notes was

the cash receivables payable under the licensing

agreements transferred to IP Holder. However, the

noteholders were given the benefit of the trademarks

and licences in the form of collateral supporting IP

Holder’s maturity guaranty. This did not pose a core
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asset issue because the maturity guaranty would, by

definition, not be subject to the claims of the

noteholders until the final legal maturity of the notes.

In rating the transaction, Standard & Poor’s reasoned

that the presence of the core asset issue at the time of

legal final maturity implied no incremental risk to the

transaction since this risk was already factored into the

credit analysis on which the rating of the legal final

maturity was based.

Evolution of US whole business securitisation

Whole business securitisation in the United States has

been forced to navigate the narrow channel between

the Scylla of leaving securitised assets inside the

operating company and thus subjecting them to the

disruptions of a bankruptcy of the operating company,

and the Charybdis of transferring assets central to the

operating business to a separate bankruptcy-remote

SPV and thus risking them being consolidated with the

bankruptcy estate under the core asset doctrine. For a

decade after the nearly fatal use of the core asset

doctrine in Days Inn, those wishing to securitise

operating assets were faced with the grim choice

between leaving the assets in the operating entity and

therefore subject to bankruptcy risk, or transferring the

assets out of the operating entity and risking the

application of the core asset doctrine. Moreover, where

the latter course is chosen, an operating structure is still

required in order to generate the cash flow on which the

securitisation is based. In either case, overhead and

other expenses will be incurred in the course of

operating those assets and the cash-flow waterfall will

require the application of the gross revenues to pay

these expenses before funds are available for debt

service. Thus, in order to obtain a rating of the whole

business structure, it is necessary to satisfy the rating

agencies as to the reliability and predictability of the

earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and

amortisation. This creates a far more complex and

layered rating analysis than stressing the cash flows of

a credit card or residential mortgage portfolio.

Whole business securitisation, like any other

securitisation, occurs only when there is a convergence

between business requirements and securitisation

technology. Businesses with ample liquidity or high

credit ratings generally do not need to turn to the

securitisation market. Thus, the earliest participants in

whole business securitisation were companies with

capital constraints resulting from a need for liquidity

and low credit ratings (and consequently high-yield

bank lines). However, coupled with the business need

for securitisation, there must be a business model or a

pool of assets within the business which is of sufficient

quality and sustainability to clear the rating agency

hurdles described above. Not surprisingly, the earliest

users of whole business technology were companies

combining a franchise model with a strong retail brand.

Early examples included the Arby’s transaction in

November 2000, backed by the franchise fees and

trademark royalties of Arby’s fast-food restaurant chain.

This was followed by the securitisation backed by

franchise fee revenues and trademark royalties of The

Athlete’s Foot Group and the Guess? transaction.

The DB Master Finance transaction traces its lineage

directly to these earlier examples of whole business

securitisation. Key features of the DB transaction

include the following:

All of the trademarks and franchises, as well as the

royalty payments and leases generated by the

Dunkin’ Donuts, Baskin-Robbins and Togo’s fast-

food franchises, owned by Dunkin’ Brands Inc, the

parent company, were transferred to SPVs and

were used to secure the full debt service

payments of the issuer (ie, the maturity guaranty

feature of Guess? was not present).

The securitisation was used to repay a $1.5 billion

acquisition debt incurred in a leveraged buy-out

of Dunkin’ Brands Inc several months earlier by a

consortium of three private equity firms.

The two senior DB debt tranches achieved a

shadow investment grade rating (enabling the

issuer to obtain a monoline wrap) although the

securitisation transaction occurred only a few

months after the leveraged buy-out was

completed when Dunkin’ Brands Inc had a B-
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rating due to the substantial leverage (8.5 times)

resulting from the leveraged buy-out.

Among the more interesting features of the DB

transaction is how it dealt with the core asset issue.

Rather than addressing the core asset issue through the

maturity guaranty structure of the Guess? transaction,

the DB transaction avoided a core asset analysis by

using the securitisation proceeds to pay off all existing

third-party debt at the parent-company level. Although

the collateral for the securitisation was held by three

separate bankruptcy-remote SPVs and the notes were

issued by another bankruptcy-remote SPV (the ‘master

issuer’), the generation of revenue from all these assets

was materially dependent on the operational function

being performed by Dunkin’ Brands Inc under a master

Liquidity

provider

Figure 1: Typical UK whole business securitisation structure
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management agreement. Moreover, the agreement

between Dunkin’ Brands Inc and the master issuer

would be characterised as an executory contract in the

event of the bankruptcy filing of Dunkin’ Brands Inc,

with the result that Dunkin’ Brands Inc would have the

option of rejecting such agreement.

The rating analysis of Standard & Poor’s relied

heavily upon the strength (based on prior revenue

Figure 2: DB Master Finance LLC transaction structure (conceptual only)
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history) of the respective brands owned by the lower-

tier SPVs and concluded that, based on this history and

the brands’ strong market position, Dunkin’ Brands Inc

would remain as a viable going concern and, were it to

file for bankruptcy, it would be economically motivated

to seek to reorganise under Chapter 11 of the

Bankruptcy Code rather than liquidating. Moreover, the

rating analysis concluded that in the event of a

reorganisation, Dunkin’ Brands Inc would be most likely

to affirm and not reject the master servicing agreement

since such affirmation would be beneficial to the

bankruptcy estate of Dunkin’ Brands Inc by enabling it

to continue to receive the servicing fees and manage

the assets for future growth. In addition, a back-up

manager could be readily identified to step in and

provide the servicing functions needed to ensure the

continuation of the cash flows in the event of such 

a rejection.

By analysing these factors, the agency was able to

rate the transaction through the bankruptcy of the

operating company; it could de-link the rating on the

securitisation from the sponsor’s debt rating, despite

the fact that there was a significant degree of rating

dependency between the securitised debt and the

sponsor, by concluding that the cash flows from the

securitised assets were not critically dependent on

Dunkin’ Brands Inc not becoming a debtor in a

bankruptcy case. Although not prominent in the rating

agency’s pre-sale report, it is significant that the agency

became comfortable with the core asset issue - despite

the fact that all the parent’s assets were transferred to

SPVs and used to collateralise the rated debt - because

the proceeds of the securitisation were used to pay off

the third-party debt that existed at the time of the

closing. Thus, there was no secured debt in existence at

the operating company level after the securitised debt

was issued. A conceptual diagram of the DB deal

structure is included as Figure 2.

Another franchise/trademark securitisation similar

to the DB transaction in structure and use of proceeds

was closed a few months later - an approximately $800

million asset-backed securities issue sponsored by fast-

food chain Sonic.The securitised debt, rated by Moody’s

and Standard & Poor’s, was collateralised by royalty

payments to be collected by Sonic for licensing its

brand name to its more than 3,000 food outlets

(including both those owned by franchisees and those

which are company operated). The bonds were issued

with a fixed rate and a variable-rate tranche, although

at the time of writing the variable-rate tranche is to be

issued at a later date. The fixed-rate tranche achieved

an investment grade shadow rating and was wrapped by

Ambac. The company’s own long-term unsecured debt

rating was Ba3/BB-, and thus the securitised debt

achieved a three-notch elevation above the sponsoring

company’s debt rating. The business need being

satisfied by the transaction was to use the proceeds to

pay off company debt incurred to fund ongoing

repurchases of its common stock.

A brief look forwards

In rating the DB and Sonic transactions, Standard &

Poor’s applied its new US corporate securitisation rating

criteria. Standard & Poor’s had previously refused to

give rating elevations more than three notches above

the sponsor’s rating where the performance of the

securitised assets was dependent on the performance of

the sponsor. In contrast, Moody’s has no automatic

rating elevation ceiling, but instead applies its rating

criteria on a case-by-case basis. Under the Standard &

Poor’s corporate securitisation criteria, it is possible to

achieve ratings that are de-linked from the rating of the

sponsor company without a rating elevation ceiling

provided that the requisite factors are present in the

transaction. In the DB transaction a rating elevation of

six notches was achieved, and in the Sonic transaction a

rating elevation of at least three notches was achieved.

It does not take an overly fertile imagination to

imagine situations (both IP-backed deals as well as

other future-flow deals) where this organic approach to

whole business securitisation can be applied to achieve

investment grade ratings where the operating company

is well below investment grade but its cash-generating

assets are of investment-grade quality. The possibilities

will, however, most likely be limited to situations where

the following factors are present:
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Recapitalisation of corporate debt structure - it is

clear that one of the key facts that facilitated the

rating elevations achieved in the DB and Sonic

transactions was the use of securitisation

proceeds to pay off third-party debt - acquisition

debt in the case of DB and shareholder

redemption debt in the case of Sonic. With the

increased activity of the private equity and hedge

fund sector in large-scale business acquisitions,

which is expected to continue through 2007, it is

a fairly safe prediction that whole business

securitisation will be used with increasing

frequency as a means of refinancing more costly

acquisition debt.

Compelling business case - in order to obtain the

most favourable results through whole business

securitisation, the business being securitised must

have a dominant market position. This is necessary

in order to support the conclusion that the sponsor

company has the necessary incentives to file for

Chapter 11 rather than Chapter 7 measures in the

event of financial stress and to affirm the master

servicing/management agreement with the SPV

issuer under such circumstances. Without a robust

and sustainable business model with acceptable

barriers to entry by competitive companies, it 

will be more difficult for the rating agencies to

reach this conclusion, and therefore it will be 

more difficult for them to rate through the

sponsor’s bankruptcy risk. A compelling business

case will also be necessary in order to convince the

rating agencies to accept a workable level of

earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and

amortisation projections for purposes of sizing 

the transaction.

Strong back-up servicer - it is also obvious from

the whole business transactions that have been

rated that a strong back-up servicer remains

highly important as a backstop to the bankruptcy

analysis. This means that any company wishing to

use the whole business securitisation model must

be able to find a competent back-up servicer to

sign on for those responsibilities. This may create

issues in highly competitive and sparsely

populated sectors where there is a strong

incentive to protect trade secrets, client lists and

proprietary products and processes.

Reliable contractual cash flows - each of the

whole business transactions discussed above is

based on cash flows arising from leases,

trademark licences and franchise fees. These

provide a basis on which to project forward and

stress company cash flows. In the absence of

strong contractual cash flows, the process of

modelling out a potential transaction will be

much more difficult.

The whole business structures discussed above

leave numerous unanswered questions that must be

addressed as new applications of these models are

presented to the rating agencies and to the market.

Some of these questions are as follows.

Can whole business technology be used in partial

business securitisations?

This question illustrates the tension implicit in the

whole business securitisation rating methodology. On

the one hand, a strong and compelling business model

is a key factor in rating through the risk of the sponsor’s

bankruptcy. On the other hand, if only a portion of a

company’s cash-flowing assets is being securitised, this

weakens the incentive on the part of the company to

affirm the servicing contract in the event of its

bankruptcy, while at the same time reducing core-asset

risk (depending on the essentiality of the securitised

assets to the sponsor’s operations). Thus, the Scylla and

the Charybdis will continue to be obstacles to be

avoided in the future.

Can a whole business securitisation be achieved

effectively without paying off all pre-existing third-

party debt of the sponsor?

This question leads on from the first question. If only a

portion of a company’s assets are being securitised, and

therefore the core asset issue is mitigated, why would it

be necessary to retire third-party debt with proceeds?
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Where is the golden mean between partial business

securitisation and debt retention?

This poses the issue of how to strike an optimum balance

between what portion of the business to securitise 

and how much of the pre-existing debt can remain

outstanding. Obviously, the more core the securitised

assets are, the more sensitive the credit analysis will be

to the amount of third-party debt left outstanding.

Will post-closing covenants be imposed in whole

business securitisations?

This poses the question of whether, assuming that 

the repayment of pre-existing debt is necessary in order

to avoid the core asset issue, financial covenants 

should be imposed on the sponsor to prevent it from

incurring new debt after the securitisation is closed.

One of the principal reasons why securitisation is

attractive to issuers is the lack of financial covenants,

and it remains to be seen whether this aspect of 

whole business securitisation methodology will take

companies down the slippery slope towards financial

covenants.

Will the core asset issue be laid to rest?

There has been some discussion that the core asset

issue emanating from Days Inn is a red herring that

should be eliminated from the rating analysis of

securitisation transactions.Whether and to what extent

this issue ceases to be a factor in future transactions

remains to be seen.

Will whole business securitisation evolve into 

the new financial driver of the leveraged 

buy-out market?

Just as junk bonds made leveraged buy-outs possible in

the 1980s, will whole business securitisation become

the leverage of choice for leveraged buy-outs in the

2000s? Or will the relatively high bar for a whole

business transaction to achieve a rating de-linked from

the operating company limit the use of this technology

to ‘best of class’ businesses?

What new types of transaction may be made

possible by whole business technology?

To date, the growth of whole business securitisation has

been concentrated in the trademark and franchise

sectors.This is understandable given the presence in this

sector of the elements necessary to support whole

business transactions – that is:

capital constraints;

provable cash flows;

well-known or dominant brands;

dependence on the operating company to

generate cash flow; and 

the availability of back-up servicers.

However, these factors are not exclusive to the

franchise and trademark sectors; there are many

operating companies with below-investment grade

debt ratings and ‘best of class’ intellectual property that

have the requisite need and financial characteristics to

support whole business securitisation. These

transactions may take the form of single company-

sponsored IP securitisations or joint company-

sponsored IP securitisations.

In the latter model, one company with valuable

intellectual property with strong commercialisation

potential transfers its intellectual assets to an SPV,

and a second company with financial and other

resources key to the future development, marketing 

and licensing of the intellectual property contributes

those resources to the SPV. As the SPV will be

comparable in many ways to a start-up company, it will

need substantial capital. Using whole business

securitisation to raise this capital may be an attractive

alternative to an infusion of capital by either of the 

two joint venture companies and will also avoid 

issues of financial control which would otherwise be

present where one of the companies funds the

operation. Finally, in many cases it is likely that the

intellectual assets will not be fully commercialised at

the time of contribution to the SPV, and therefore

securitisation will be used as a back-leveraging strategy

once sufficient cash flows are generated.
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A second type of business model for which whole

business securitisation may be appropriate is the

outsourcing industry. A recent survey of major

outsourcing vendors for 2006 indicated estimated

revenues for 2005 for the top 50 vendors aggregated in

excess of $422 billion. Many of these companies have

investment grade ratings and therefore may not need

access to the securitisation market. However, many

others do not, and thus whole business securitisation

could be attractive. The most appropriate candidates

would, of course, be outsourcing companies with strong

competitive market positions and a diverse portfolio of

customers with (optimally) strong credit profiles. As

outsourcing contracts are by their nature highly

negotiated and terminable both for cause and under

termination for convenience clauses, companies will

also have to demonstrate the sustainability of cash

flows over time through company-specific and

industry-wide statistical data.

Can whole business technology be used to create

corporate value and liquidity through intra-company

licensing arrangements?

The KCD IP transaction was a private transaction that

received an unpublished rating from Moody’s, and thus

little detail is publicly available. However, based on the

information that is available, it appears that KCD

involved a whole business structure supported solely by

cash flows internally generated through intra-company

trademark licensing agreements involving the Kenmore

(appliances), Craftsman (tools) and DieHard (batteries)

brands sold in Sears and Kmart stores. The $1.8 billion

of bonds received a Moody’s rating of Baa2. Although

the strategy behind this transaction is no more

accessible than the details of the securitisation, it is

interesting to note that a structure utilising the

licensing of trademarks and patents among commonly

owned or affiliated companies could - with the

assistance of whole business securitisation - create new

reservoirs of potential liquidity in the form of

structured, rated and unsold bonds that can be released

into the capital markets at opportune times to fund

acquisitions or other corporate business objectives.


